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CHAPTER T

\THE NATURE OF THESURVEY

I. 1.'INTRODUCTION

This survey was.undertaken in order to gather, and mpcord the perceptionsthat College writing program directors and teachers have of the, goals ofcollege writing programs, particularly freshman composition (see note 1).

The- present report is divided into four major sections or chapters. Thepresent chapter Introduces the entire report and focuses primarily ondescriptions of the procedures used for collecting data 'about the goals 6ffreshman composition programs, the sample population whOse responses wereport, and the procedures used in performing content analyses of the writtenresponses. The second section presents the views that writing programdirectors and teachers have of the real goals and the ideal goals of freshmancomposition programs, and it explores some of the differences and similaritiesbetween the two 'sets of views. The penultimate chapter reports what bothcollege writing teachers and program directorstthink theirdepartments,institutions, and society at large believe the goals of freshman compositionto be. The fourth and final chapter offers an interpretative-summary of thefindings and suggests what they may mean for the teaching and evaluation offreshman composition courses and programs in this country.

9 .

Throughout the bulk of the present report we rely-heavify on descriptive
statistics in order to present composites of the many statements we' read aboutgoals of freshman composition programs. We do not use descriptive statisticsin order to obscure what is unique or individual in the statements weexamined, although neither the unique nor individual is our primary concern inthe. present, report. In most cases we' are careful to distinguish among thestatements made b* teachers and directors from twoyear colleges, -fouryearinstitutions, and universities.

The statements wc analyzed about the goals of freshman 'writing programswere 'colleopeci in connection with two other surveys,.one a national survey of.writing program directors (see note 2) and the other a national' surve' ofcolleges teachers of writing, (gee note 3). Our interest in the goals offreshman writing programs is the same as Our interest in collecting accurate
descriptions of college writing programs and' of the teaching of writing
American colleges and universities: 'we ardicipate that with these data on the
perceived goals of :freshman writing programs, we will be better

of
toprovide guidance to the profession at large on the evaluation of collegeewriting programs. Accurate descriptions of programs, teaching, practices, andgoals must, in our judgment, precede' infor:med anduseful, evaluations ofindividual programs and courses.

+.7
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I. :'SAMPLE SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION

For. the most part, the college writing program directors and the college
teachers of writing whose statements we analyzed came from the same persons
who 'responded to our earlier- surveys. The principal differences are two:
fewer directors and fwer teachers prAFided written statements, about the goals
of freshman composition, than responded to the earlier surveys, and the written
responses analyzed'for the present report tended to be. less extensive and
elabnrate than those provided in response to the two previous pestionpaires.

Although fewer teachers and directors responded to the goals survey, we
still received 239 useable repones, 104 (43.5%).from college writing program
directors and 135-(56.5%) from college teachers of writing._ (By comparison,
127 responses were analyzed for the earlier dIrectors' survey NO, 181

-responses for the earlier teachers' survey.)

We grouped the responding teachers and "writing program directors
according to the categories included in two texonomies used by the National
Cep ter ror Education Statistics (NCES) to classify institutions of'higher
learning nationally. The first-taxonomy distinguishes between institutions on

' the basis of primary source of funding -- private or public (see note 4). In
determining the primary source of funding of"the,institutions represented by
the teacher's and directors in cy survey, we appealed to several:published
directories of colleges and universities (see note 5). The second NCES
'tatonomy allowed us to,blassify the institutions represented by our sample of
teachers and writing program directors as either two-year colleges, four-year
institutions, or universities (see note 6). This second NCES taxonomy
classifies as universities only those 'Institutions which have substantial
graduate programs and professional,schools (e.g.., school of medicine, school
of -law, school of dentistry) asbociated withthem. Because -we used ,this
'gecond taxonomy, 'several institutions represented in our- sample which carry
the name "university" are not so classified by us. Our use of the NCES
taxonomies does not indicate our agreebent with them, but rather our desire to
make clear, consistent, and useful distinctions. In addition, .by using the
NCES taxonomies, we are better fable, to determine how well our sample
represents the national population of colleges and-universities.

The dlstri6 tio of the 239 responding college writing pnb-gmam directors
and college ,teac across types of institutions is presented in Table
and Table 1.2.

o V
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Inst. Type Private % Public % Total %

2year Colleges 1 1.0 10 9.6 11 '10.6
4Year Institutions 27 25.9 29, 27.9 56 53.8
Universities ' 10 9.6 27, 26.0 .3'; 35.6

All 38 36.5- 66 63.5 )04 160,D,

.

Table I.1. Distribution' of Responding Directors by
Numbersand PercentagTAchoss Type of Institution
and Principal Source of Funding (N=104).

,-

jnst: Type , Private % t Pqb?ic % Total %
`er

. .Z
.. ,.

, v
2Year Colleges 2 1:5 . 12 . 80,' 14 10.4
4Year Institutions 31 23.-0 '39 28:.9 ,70 -51-:9-
Univu sities, 18 13.3' 2,4.4 '51 37.7.

All
, 51 37.8 84 62:2 135 100.0

. ..

Table 1.2. DiStribution_of Responding Teachers by
Number ,and peroebtage Across Type of Institution

,and Principal-Sourde'of Fund4ng (N=135)'.

.._
,

,

Table I.1 shows that of the 1-04-responding writing program directors, 38
(36.5%) direct programs in private institutions, and 66 (63.5%) direct
programs in public ones. The majority' (53.8%) of the 104 directors I-thil from
fouryear in titutions, while 37 (35.6%) direct programs.at universities and

/.11 (10.6%) irect progr:ams .A.t. twoyear colleges. As Table',I.2 shows, the 135
respondine,'!teachers are simflarly distributed gcross tbe TiFferent types of
institutrhs: 51 (37.8t) and 84 (62.2%) teachers come from private,and public
schoolWrespectively; and 14 (10.4%), 70 (51.9%), and51 (37.7%) teach in
twoyeafl colleges, fouryear institutions, and universities, respectively. As
vas pcOted-out in two previous reports, the distribution,of neither teachers
nor 14reCtors reflects national distributions (See note :7). In both cases,-

two=tyear colleges are underrepresented in our sample and universities are
overrepresegted. (The colleges and'uni\iersities of the program directors who
rdsponded to our goals" survey appeal- in Appendix 1. The colleges and
unive'rsities of ple teachers are listed in Appendix.2.)

,"
.
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1.'3. PROCEDURES FOR CODING THE DISCURSIVE STATEMENTS

0
Each of%. the responding directors and eagh of the responding teachersanswered a series of openended questions about their perceptions of the goals

of freshman writing programs. In order to analyze these discursive responses,
we carefully developed and applied a codihg system. The analyses of the
discursi4e responses began when one of the investigators read approcimately 20
teacher responses and 20 director respohses which were evenly distributed
across private and public institutions. Although the samples contained about
an equal number of responses froill directors and teachers fk,om both fouryearinstitutions and universities, somewhat fewer responses from twoyear colleges
were included ,,in the subsample because stich a relatively small number from
that group were available. As these prose statements were read, the
investigator wrote down a bri,or summary statement of each recognizable goal
included in each response, to the various questions about the goals of-freshman
writin-g-programs.

After the statements from the 40 respondents were so analyzed for
content, the investigator constructed a composite list of items for eachquestion asked. In order for an item to appear on one of these composite
'lists, it had to have been named on at beast four (10% of the subsample)
respondents' questionnaires. These composite lists were convertdd into coding
sheets, one for each question. The coding-sheet f6r each question on goals
contained not only the responses which had appeared on at least 10% of the
questionnaires included in the subsample, but also a number, of spaces where
coders could write in responses not encountered during the reading of the
subsample. Two investigators coded the 239 discursive responses for each
'question dhto the coding sheets, and two other investigators checked the
completed coding sheets against the_discursloye statements to be certain they
accurately reflected the content f eAh 4atement. Subsequently, the coded
responses of each director and teacher were keypunched for computer analysis.
The following chapters present the results of these analyses. v:

4
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CHAPTER II ,

REAL AND IDEAL GOALS OF FRESHMAN WRITING PROGRAMS

A

The goals tet writing program directors and teachers ,set for freshman
writing courses and programs influence both file nature ,of the burriculum
taught and the methods used to teach that curriculum. In addition, the goals
espoused for freshman writing programs and courses serve to identify the kinds
of things students are expected to be able to do an the kinds of things they
are rected to know upon completion of thecourse or program.

The 'present chapter is divided into three sections. In the first
section, we report On what the responding teachers and directors cite as their
real goal's for freshman Writing, programs. In the next section, we examine
their statements of the. ideal goAs for freshman writing programs,. In the
third section, we look at the relationship between the directors' and
teachers' perceptions of real and ideal goals.

II. 1. REAL GOALS ACCORDING TO TEACHERS AND DIRECTQRS

In this and the following section, we report on both the real or actual
goals and the desired or ideal goals that writing' program directors and
teachers have for freshman writing programs. These two distinctions--between
teachers and directors and betwee real and ideal goala-:-allowus to identify
iliportant differences in the ways the goals of freshmaniwriting-programs are
perceived.

The directors' and teachers' responses to our questidn about the real
goals of freshman writing programs are summarizfd in Table II.1 and Table
11.2. The firit coldin in these two tables lists the most frequently cited
real goals by directors and teachers. The goals themselves are rank-ordered
according to the frequency of their occurrence in'the responses of the writing
program directors. The four remaining columns in, the two tables indicate,
respectively, the percentage of responding directora and teachers in all
institutions, in two-year colleges, in four-year institutions, and in

universities who cited the particular goal in their discursive statements.

0

1

4
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Real Goals

s write mechanically
correct prose ,

write coherent prose
explore' topic ade-

uately
wr'be in various '

modes.

understand one's com-
posing process

wri;te syntactically

fluent. prose

write for various
purposes

write for various
audiences

understand rhetorical.
situations

read critically and
insightfully

write in a plain style
use principles of good

paragraphing
evaluate one's own

writing

connect writing and
thinking

write about readings
know how to revise'&

edit

formulate a thesis

All

(N=104)

6

Responding
2-Year .

(N=11)

Directps
4-Year Univ
(N=56) (N=37)

--yr

69.2 .. 54.5 78.6 59.5
54.8 63.6 50.0 - 59.5

c.
48.1 36.4 57.1 , 37.8

.

39.4 18.2 48.2 <' 32.4

33.7 - 9.1 28.8 48.6

33.7 45.5 25.0 40.5

27.9 27.3 30.4 24.3

26.9 18:2 26.8 29.7

26.0 18.2 26.8 27a

22.1 36.4 14.3 29.7
1t.3 18.2 16.1 . 21.6

18.3 9.1 . 21.4 16.2

7:3 9.1 16.1 18.9

15.4 14.3 16.2
15.4 27.3 12.5 1 16.2

7,7 7.1 1C.8
3.8 9.1 3.6 2.7

a

Table 11.1. Percentages of Responding Directors Citing
Particular Real Goals for Freshman Composition Programs
(N=104).

I- .10



,Real Goals

...

write mechanically
correct f;ros-e

write coherent proSe
explore tspic,ade-
quately

write in various
...N. modes

understand one's com-
posing process

write syntactically
fluent prose

write for various

purposes
write for various
, 'audiences .

nderstand rhetorical
t

situations "
read critically and
insightfully-

write in a plain style
iuse principl -s of good

paragraphing
evaluate one's own
writing

connect writing and
thinking

write about readings
know how to revise &

edit

futmulate a thesis
-,-

_

54.1 50.0 60.0 47.1
60.7 85.7 60.0 54.9

25.9 35.7 31,4 15.7

14_2, e 11.4 21.6

--_

'16.3 21.4 12.9 19.6

5.2 7.1 .. -, 2.9 ) 7.8

20.7 28.6 , 11.4 31.4

.

29.6 42.9 18.6 41.2
u _

12.6 7.1 18.6

21.5 28.6 18.6 23.5
10.4 14.3 8.6 11.8

. k

23'.0 21..4 30.0 13.7

.-0.
7.4 10.0 5.9

1.5 2.9
3.@ 4.3 2.0

17.0 7.1 10.0 29.4
11.9 211.4 12.9 7.8-

4

Responding - Teachers'
All 2-Year 4-Year UniV

, (N=135) (N=14) (N=70) (N=51)

7

5.9

Table 11.2. Percentages of Responding Teachers Citing
Particular Real GOals for Freshman Composition Programs
(N=135). 5

Tables II.1 and 11.2 reflect a trend,that runs throughout the, responses
we analyzed. Although both the writing program-directors and the teachers
were very concerned that students learn to write methadically correct prose in
freshMan composition classes, a greater percentage of the responding directors
.than teachers noted "mechanical correctness" as a goal of freshman
composition. Whereas 4.1% of the, teachers cited mechanical correctness as an
important goal, 69.2% f the directors named it. This difference suggests, of
course, that director are' more concerned about the mechanics-or written
composition than teachers are. But j difference might also be attributed to
the greater frequency with which-*Ilicectors encounter complaints from
colleagues in their own and other disci,plihe8 regarding students' inability to

11
A
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write with mechanical correctness. "s"

Slightly more important than'mechanical correctness for the teachers was
that7students learn to write("coherent prose." In fpct, this goal was the one
most frequently mentioned by the teachers (60.7%). By comparison, 54.8% of
the directors named this as one of their- real goals. Even though,the teachers
listed "writing coherent prose" somewhat more often than did 'the writing
program directors, the .percentages suggest th,pt teaching studentS to write
coherent prose is major goal of freshman composition programs.

For the directors, the most important goal following teaching students to
write mechanically correct and coherent prose was teaching students to
"explore a topic adequately." As Table II:1 shows, 48.1% of the responding
directors considered the teaching of this skill to be a major goal of freshman
writing. In contrast, as TablalltI:2 indicates, only 25.9% of the teachers
listed teachingstudents.to explore a topic as a goal.

Whereas the directors gave adequate exploration of a topic rather high
priority, the teachers seemed to be more concerned that students Learn to
"write for different audiences,'] Although the total percentages for the two
groups or respondents were similar (29.6% for teachers and 26.9% for
directors), ifttep4sting difference emerge across institutional types. In
two-year colleges and_in universities, for example, the teachers regarded'
writing for different audiences.(and purposes) as more impoftant than did the
directors. However, in four-year institutions, the tendency is reversed, with
the directors apparently attaching greater importance to these goals than
teachers.

For the responding directors, teaching students to write in different
"modes" -has a higher priotqty than teaching them to write for different
audiences and purposes. As Table LI.1 shows, 39.4% of the writing program
directors cited teaching students to write in different modes as a goal for
freshman composition. In contrast, Only 14.2% of the teachers listed it as a
goal, Interestingly, the disparity is most pronounced in four-Oar
institutions,' where nearly half of the directors (48.2%) suggested that
teaching ,students to write in different 'Irlots ds a goal of freshman
composition classes and ,where only 11,4% of t teachers did. , Thit large
difference between teachers and directors in four-year schools appears 0 be
related to therearlier findings regarding audience and purpose. That is to
say,'Qpiy injour-year institutions did directors name with greater frequency
teaching students to write for different; audiences and purposes than did
teachers. And it is, in four-year schools that the greatest- differences
between the directors ,and teachers appear with regard to teaching students to
write in different modes. We.-Have no ready-to-hand explanation for these
findings,

.

In addition to teaching students to write in different modes, the
directors considered three other goals more important than 'teachingstudents
to Write for various audiences. These goals were helping students develop an
"understanding of their min composing processes," teaching students to "write
syntactically fluent prose," and teaching students to "write for different
"purpotes."

It
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Understanding one's own composing processes is seen as'an important goal
-.by many t*irectors, but by relatively few teachers. Of the directors, 33.7%
suggested that arriving'6t an understanding Qf one's composing,processes is an
important goal for freshman composition, whereas only 1'6.3% of the teachers
regarded it as'such. It is interesting to note, however, that this tdndency:
is reversed for two-year colleges. That is to say, while only 9.1% of, the
two-year college directors regarded ....understanohng one's own composing
processes as an important goal, 21.4% of the ItepOhers in these colleges
consider, such self-aw6reness important.

Just as important as urierstanding one's composing processes for the
directors' was 'teaching students to write syntactically fluent prose. Over
one-third .(33;7%) of the directors cited syntactic fluency as an important
goal. . Remarkably, however, only 5.2%'.of the teachers mentioned .teaching
students write-syntactically fluent prose as a goal for freshman 'writing
progra.ms.

The responding teachers and directors were in closer agreement the
importance of teaching' students to write for different purposes. Of the
directors, 27.9% suggested this as a. goal for freshman composition, while_

' 20.7% of the teachers did.

Slightly more important than teaching students to write for different
purposes for the teachers was that students learn the "principles.qf good
paragraphing." "Although both directors and teachers cited beaching
paragraphing principles with about the same frequency (23.0% for teachers and
18.3% for directors), the directors listed three other goals with a frequency
equal. or great g. These were teaching students, to '"understand rhetorical
situations," teaching' students to "read critically, and insightfully," and
teaching students to "write in a plain style."

Over one-fourth of the directors (26.0%) suggested that training students
to underbtand rhetorical' situations was an important goal of freshman
composition. At first glance, it is somewhat surprising that only 12.6% of
the teachers agreed, since a substantially greater percentage of teacher,s had
mentioned writing for different audiences and purpo§es as worthwhile goals of
freshman writing programs (29.6% and 20.7% respectively). These diffe ences
are perhaps just differences in terminology; apparently the directors were
mor4 inclined to speak of "understanding rhetorical situations," whe& Ng..k
teachers were more inclined to mention writing for different audiences and 7
purpose's as particular' aspects of learning to understand rhetorical
situations.

'"'.Slightly over one-fifth of both directors and teachers (22.1% and '21.5%
respectively) agreed that learning to read critically and insightfully should
be a goal of freshman composition programs.

In gener.al, then, directors and teachers agree about the kinds of real
goals.writing programs have. At the same time, however, there are systematic
-differences in the relatiVe importance of these goals' both between directors
and teachers and among members of different types of institutions. There is

i3
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no simple explanation for these differences, but the differences seem to be
genuine. For' example, while directors and teachers are in vubstantial
pgreement that coherent prose isan important goal of freshman composition,.ari
eveWgfeater percentage of directors feels that writing mechanically correctproge is yet more significant. More directors than teachers (by nearly a 2. to.
1 margin) regard exploring a topic adequately, writing in different modes, and'
understanding ones composing process to be important goals. And ' a
surprisingly greater percentage of directors than teachers 44n this case by
approximately a 6 to 1 rAtio5 mentions writing syntactically fluent prose 'as a
worthwhile goal of freshman composition programs.

II: 2. IDEAL GOALS'ACCORDING TO TEACHERS AND DIRECTORS

In ..addition to asking writing program director and 'composition teachers
about the real goals they had fortheir freshman writing programs, we also
asked them about their ideal goals -. Witl.this question, we were trying to
find out what would they like, to accomplish in their classes if bY.alime
miraculous turn of fortune they could operate _under ideal conditions. Not
surprisingly, many of the goals that were mentioned as real goals ,also turned
up as ideal,goals. In fact, many 4sponses to the question about ideal`goals
consisted merely of "same as real goals." From the frequency of responses ih
general, it is cleerfthat teachers were rather less inclined than directors,to.
'discuss their ideal goals.

\\
:Tables 11.3 and 11.4 below contain the frequencies of the directors

teachers' responses to the questiOn on the ideal goals of ...their writing.
programs. In this sectionwe compare the directors' and teachers! responses
to the question on ideal goals. The next section examines the relatiofiship of
real goals and ideal goals for both teachers and directors.

a

O
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Ideal Goals

write coherent prose
write for different

audiences .

write for different
piarpotes -'"

,evaluateone's own writ-
log and the writing
of others

write in a plain style
.

write in different modes'
think criticali.ly and

analytically
underst4nd one's own
composing process ,

write wIth confidence
write graceful prose
explore topic adequately
value personal experience

in writing .

,write mechanically correct
prose

know full resources of
the language

use writing as problem-
sofving activity '

do research & research
papers ,

know how to revise'& edit

Responding Directors
All 2 -Year 4-Year Univ
(N=104) (N=11) (N=56) (N=37),

33.7 45.5 28.6- 37.8 .

31.7 27.3 32.1 32.4

23.1 9.1 26.8 21.6

.
,

21:2 , 9..1 21.4 24.3
21.2 18.2 19.6 24.3
20.2 9.1 17.9 '27.0

20.2 27.,3 16.1 24..3 4.

.

19.2 9.1 . 17.9 24.3
19.2 18.2 19.6 18.9
19.2 18.2 . 1.4.3 27.0
15-1' - - -- 17.9 16.2

-154 418.2 14.3 16.2

13.5 63.6
o

7.1 8.1

12.5 9.1 8.9 1,8.9,

,

10.6 8.9 16.2

.

4.8 9.1 '' 5,4 2.7
4.8 8.1 3.6

Table 11.3. ,Percentages of Directors Citing
Particular Ideal Goals (N=104).

1r
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Ideal Goals

12

Responding Teachers
All 2-Year 4-Year Univ

(N=1135) (N=14) (N=70) (N=51)

4..

write coherent prose 41.5 50.0 48.6 29.4
write for different audiences 20.0 21.4 14.3 27.5
write for different. purposes 14.8 ,14.3 11.4 19.6
evaluate one's writing and

,
the writing of others 11.9 7.1 17.1 5.9

write in a plain style 11.1 7.1 11.4 11:8.
write in different modes. 11.9 7.1 8.6 17.6
think critically and
analytically 10.4 7.1 8.6 13.7

understand one's composing
.

process . 9.6 7.1 41.4. 7.8
write with confidence

, 8.1 - - -- 8.6 9.8
write graceful pfose 13.3 7.1 14.3 13.7
explore topic adequately 8.1 7.1 7.1 9.84isvalue personal eXperience 1

in writing 4 2.2 7.1 2.9
write megilenically correct .

,
. 41.5 35.7 44.3 '39.2

full resources of
language 4.4 --4- 2.9 7.8

use writing as a problem-
.

,
. , soliiing activity 4.4 7,1 4.3 3.9

. . do research & research
...

papers 14.1 '7.1 15:7 17.6
know hOw Eo revise & edit 10.4 . 7.1 ,10.0 11.8

Table 11.4. Percentages of Teachers Citing
Particular Ideal Goals (N=135).

As Tables 11.3 and'II.4 indicate, "writing coherent prose" held a high
prior'ity for both directors and teachers. Halever, teachers 'tended to cPW
this ideal goal more often than directors (41.5% and 33.7% respectively).

The teachers considered "writing.mechanically correct prose" to be as
important as "Writing coherent prose." (Both concerns were cited by 41.5% of
the teachers): The directors, however, with the notable exception of
directors at two-year institutions, had considerably less regard than teachers
for mechanical correctness as an ideal goal, with only 13.5% of the directors
from two -year colleges citing it.

'Nearly as important, for the directors as "writing coherent' prose" was
that students learnto "write for different audiences" (31.7%). Substantially

4', fewer teachers (20.0%), however, cited this concern as an ideal,goal. Next in
importance for both directors and teachers was that students learn to "Write
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for various purposes," although once again this concern was mentioned more
often by directors than by teachers (23.1% and 14.8% respectively).

There is a high degree of regularity in seven of the ideal goalsmentioned by both directors and teachers. Approximately 20% of the directors,
as Compared to roughly 10% of the teachers, mentioned, "evaluating one's
writing and the writing of others," "writing in a plain style," "writing in
various 'modes," .0thinking critically .a analytically," "understanding one's
composing processes," "writing with Co 'depce," and "writing graceful prose"0 as important ideartCals of freshman co position courses.

Despite the striking regularity of these seven responses to our question
about-ideal goals, important .differences Are apparent across institutional
types for several of the variables! Table 11.3 shows, for example, that a
sibstantially higher percentage of directors at universities than at fouryear
colleges regards learnidg to "write in various modes" to be an important ideal
goal of freshman writing programs (27.0% vs. 17.9%). Similarly, a greater
percentage of directors at fouryear schools than at twoyear schools (17.9%
vs. 9.1%) cite this goal.

A corresponding pattern holds for teachers as well, as indicated by Table41.4.- A higher percentage of teachers at universities than at either fouryear or twoyear colleges regards "writing in various modes" to be an
important ideal goal of freshman composition.

With regard to "understanding one's on composing proCesses," a greaterpercentage of directors at universities than at fouryear institutions
considers this goal to be an important ideal goal (24.3% vs. 17.9%). Andagain, a similar difference separates fouryear colleges and twoyear colleges
(17.9% and 9.1% respectively). No such relationship holds for teachers in
this case, however.

A greater percentage of teachers than directors cited "knowing how to do
research and research papers" as an important ideal goal for freshman
composition programs. Of the teachers, 14.1% cited this concern, while it was
mentioned by only LU% of the directors,, A similar relationship holds for
"knowing how to revise and edit," with 10.4% of the teachers and 4.8% of the
directors noting this ideal goal.

For the responding directors, several ideal goals Appear to be,more
important than "knowing hoW to do research and research pagers" and "knowing
how to revise and edit." The directors cited both "exploring topics
adequately" and "valuing personal experience in writing" 15.14 of the time,
while-the teachers mentioned the former only 8.1% of the time and the latter
2.2%.

The directors cited "knowing the full resources of the ladguage" and
using writing as a problemsolving activity" more often -than the teachers as
well. Of the direct:Yrs, 12.5% cited the former concern and 10.6% the latter,
while the teachers mentioned each of these ideal goals only 4.4% of the time.'
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II. RELATION OF REAL AND IDEAL GOALS

Perltps the most impoNtant reason behind our asking writing program
directors and teachers about` both their real and ideal goals for freshman
composition programs was that such inforthation would enable us'to compare the
two types of goals. As we noted earlier, many' of the real goals reappeared as
ideal goals. In fact, two-thirds of the real goals were also cited as ideal
goals, including the five most frequently cited real goals--"writing
mechanically correct prose," "writing coherent prose," "Oploring a topic
adequately," "writing in different modes," and "understanding one's composing
process."

Making inferences'or conclusions bated on a comparison.of these real and
ideal goals is a tricky business. However, reason Anclines us to believe that
if a particular goal was mentioned only as a real goal (and_not as an ideal
goal), then the individuals responding to our questionnaire probably felt that
this goal was generally met by the program,. At the same time, if a particular
goal was mentioned both as a real goal and as an ideal goal, then the
respondents were probably not as convinced that the goal in question was being
met. This reasoning forms the basis for much of the following discussion.

Although many of the goals were cited as both real and ideal goals, there
are some important differences 'in the frequency with which particular goal&
were cited in each category. For example, 69.2% of he directors cited
"mechanical correctness" as a real goal of freshman composition programs, but
only 13.5% mentioned it as an ideal goal. These figures might suggest that
the directors consider the gpal of adhieving mechanical correctness to be
accomplished rather successfully in freshman composition courses. Oh theother hand, theFigures may indicate that the directors consider mechanical.
correctness to be a goal that would be superfluous under ideal conditions.
That is, ideally, students should not have problems with the mechanics of
Standard Written English and, therefore, issues of mechanical correctness
would not have to be-addressed in 'freshman composition.

Unlike the writing .program directors, teacher:s tended to view mechanical
correctness as both an important real goal and an important ideal goal.
"Writing mechanically correct prose" was cited as a real goal by 54.1%,of the
teachers and as an ideal goal by 41.5%. These figures may suggest that
teachers are not as optimistic about whether students in fact achieve greater
mechanical proficiency as. a result of instruction in freshman composition.
Many teachers apparently felt there would 'be a need for instruction in
mechanics even under ideal conditions.

Writing, program directors and teachere are in closer agreement on
"writing coherent prose" as both a6 real and an ideal goal.' Although "-writing
coherent prose" was mentioned as a real, and an ideal goal,-approximately 20%
fewer directors and teachers cited it as an ideal than cited, it as a real
goal: There-is a much gi.eater difference between real goals.and ideal goals,
concerning the ability 'to "explore a iippic---aCTequately." Considerably'fewer'
directors and teachers cited this go as an ideal goal than cited it as
real goal;.the difference is greate than 17T-Tor teachers and greater than

1"Q
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\--32% for directors. Since fewer directors and teachers mentioned "exploring atopic adequately" as an ideal goal than mentioned as a real goal, it ispossible that both directors and teachers consider this goal" to be met in
freshman composition.

A similar relationship between real, and ideal goals holds for
"understanding one's composing process," although the difference in frequency
of response between real and ideal goals is not as great as for "exploring a
topic adepuately." Fewer writing program directors and teachers mentioned
',understanding one's composing process" as an ideal goal than cited it as aAeeNal goal, suggesting that to some degree these groups consider metacognitive
awareness of writing processes to be enhanced.as a result of instruction in
freshman composition.

Three of the goals mentioned as both real and ideal have tai do with
'understanding rhetorical relationships and appropriate forMs of discourse in
varied writing situations. For the directors, "writing in various modes" was
a very important real goal (39.4% of the directors suggested this was a real
goal of freshman composition). Although the percentage of directors who cited
"writing in various modes" as an ideal goal was considerably smaller.(20.1%),
there is still,. some suggestion that even under ideal circumstances, students
would need to improve in their ability to write in various modes.

Recall that, in our discussion of real goals above, we noted that more
teachers appeared to be.,,concerned that students learn to write for various
audienbes and purposes than were concerned that students learn to write in
various

1/4

.modes, whereas for the directors the opposite was true: For bothdirectors and teachers, however, the percentages who cited " writing for
various audiences" and "writing for Various purposes"-as real goals are very
close to the percentages who cited these goals as ideal goals. For example,
27.9% of the directors and 20.7% of the teachers suggested that "writing !Or
various purposes" was an important real goal, as compared to 23.1% of the
directors and 14.8% of the teachers who suuested that "writing forvariovs,-
purposes't was an important .ideal goal. These figures may indicate some

..
uncertainty on to part of both directors and teachers as to whether "writing
for varioys,pdrposes" is a realistic goal for freshman composition, and if it
is a realistic goal, whether it is realized.

A similar uncertainty attends the,goal of training students to write for
various audiences. Of the teachers, 29.6% mentioned "writing for different
audiences" as a real goal, and 20.01 cited it as an ideal goal, again
suggtsting some 'uncertainty about whether "writing for various audiences"
should be considerded a real or an ideal goal, of freshman, composition
programs. Indeed, a larger percentage of writing ,program directors mentioned
"writing for various audiences" as an:ideal goal than cited it as a real goal
(31.7% compared with 26.9% ).

r

Several goals' were mentioned by both writing program directors and
teachers as real goals, but not as %ideal goals. With some caution,. we
interpret these goals to be ones on which there is agreement as o both their
suitability as real'.goals for freshman composition and their ealization in
freshman ograms. ,Apparently, neither directors nor teachers saw a need to

19
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Oddly, enough; however, one of the goals, mentioned as a real but not an
ideal goal poses a puzzling contradiction with regard to some of,our earlier
findings. "Understanding rhetorical sitalions" was mentioned by 26..0%- of the
directors and by 12.6% of the teachers as a real goal of freshman composition.
At first- gladce, these findings would suggest agreement among a .substantial
number of directors (and a lesser number Of teachers) that "understanding
rhetorical situations" is a real goal Of freshman writing programs and that,
singe it was not mentioned as an ideal goal-, it is presdmkbly realized in.
freshman programs. Yet, curiously, .our previresults cdncernin those
matters whiCh could be said to be necessary aspects, of understanding
rhetorical situations-- "writing in various modes," "writing for various
purposes," and "writing for various audiences " -- do not support these findings
in regard to the more global notion of "understanding rhetorical situations."
It 'is difficult to imagine that, given the uncertainty regarding writing in
various modes and for, various audiences and liorposeswhichwe noted earlier,
there could be 'such agreement regarding the suitability and achievement of the
more general goal, "understanding rhetorical situations." How the whole could
be accomplished except by accomplishing the various p&ts remains unclear to
us.

Another important objective that appeared as a real goal but not aAn
ideal goal was "writing syntactically fluent prose." The directors especially
considered this goal important; 33.7% cited it as a real goal, as compared to
only '5.2% of the teachers. Yet neither group cited "writing syntactically
fluent prose" as an ideal goal, suggesting that this goal is successfully
accomplished in freshman composition.

Two closely related objectives were mentioned as real goals,ibut notas
ideal goals: "Reading critically and insightfully" was. mentioned as a real
goal by 22.1% of the writing program directorsind by 21.5% of the teachers,
and "writing about readings" was cited by 15.4 of the directors and 3.0%,of
the teachers. Since neither of these goals was mentioned as an ideal goal,
there appears to be some agreement that students .are able to read more
critically and insightfully and are better able to write about what the ,read
as a result of instruction in freshman composition programk

A final' objective that is mentioned as a real goal but hot as an ideal
goal is "using principles of good paragraphing." Nearly onefourth (23.0%) of
the teachers and 18.3% of the directors cited this objective. as a real goal of
freshman composition. Again, neither group mentioned "using principles of
good paragraphing" as an ideal goalt- suggesting that both directors" and
teachers consider this goal to be realized in freshmen composition.

. 1-

Those objectives mentioned as real goals but not as ideal goalswhen
considered as a group, form an interesting set of goals which are apparently
considered'to be accomplished in freshman compo'sition.

Responses to our questiAs on ,real and,ideal goals suggest that writing
program directors and t&aohersj,think,that, ai a result of instruction in

20
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freshman composition, students are better able to:

1. Write syntactically fluent,prose

. 2. Understand rhetorical situations

3. Read critically and insightfdlly

4 .Use principles of good paragraphing

5. Write about readings assigned for the course

6.: Formulate a thesis

Two goals mentioned as both real and ideal were cited with greater frequency
as ideal goals than as real goals. Both directors ana teachers cited "writing
in a plain style" and "evaluating one's own writing" more otten as ideal goals
than as real goals, suggesting once again some uncertainty as to whether It is
realistic to expect .these goals to be accomplished in freshmanlomposition.

,Several goals, of course, were mentioned as ideal goals but not as real
goals. The fact that these goals were mentioned only as ideal goals suggests
--somewhat tentatively-- that there mas agreement among writing program'
directorrs and teachers'that these goals could A actomplished'only under ideal
'circumstances. There are some igberesting differences, however, between
directors and teachers, regarding the nature and impOrtance of these ideal_goals.,

gpproximately'one-fifth of.the writing program directors (20.2%), for
example, considered "thinking critically and analytically"'to be an ide goal'
of freshman composition. Only 10.4% of the. teachers agreed, however. A even
wider margin separates directors- and -teachers on two other
goals--"writing with confidence" and "valuing personal,experience in writing."
Nearly one-fifth 'of the directors ,(19.2psugelasted that "writing with
confidence" was an Ideal goal of fre,shman composition, but only 8.1% of the
teachers boncurred. And while 15.4%-of the.direceors thought that "valuing
personal experience in writing" was an-ideal goal;:very few teachers (2.2%)
were in.agreementi Although the gap between directors and teachers is not so
pronounced, a similar difgprence holds for "knotting the full resources of the
language," with 2.5% of the directors citing thisas an -ideal goal, as
compared to only 4.4% of the teachers.

There is somewhat more_agreement between directors and teachers regarding
the ideal goal of "writing graceful prose." Nearly one-fifth of the directors
(19.2%) suggested'this was an impOrtant ideal goal, and 13.3% of the teachers
concurred.

Two ideal goals seemed - more important for teachers" than for
directors-- "doing research and research papers" and "knowing how to revise
and edit." Of the teacheri, 14.1% suggested that "doing research and research
papers" wag an important ideal goal, while only 4.4% of the directors agreed.

4
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Similarli, 1.10.4% f 'the teachers suggested that "knowing. h6w to revise and
editw was an im rtant ideal goal of freshman compogitiop, but once'again only
4.8% of the. directors were in ag ement.

04

. 'When considered as agrou those goals mentioned only as ideal goals
provide'an interesting pictur of 'what writing program directors and teachers
think would -happen in freshman composition under ideal circumstances. The
ideal goals emphasizO by the directors reflect a concern for "higherlevel"

.cognitive--or in some cases,' metacognitive--skills. For -example, the
directors thought that, ideally; students would be better .961e to:

1. Think critic filly and analytically
Ir.

2. Writewith confidence

3. Value personal experience in writing

4 Know the full resources of the language -

Teachers, on the other hand,,f6vored two...more practical; concrete, "lower

.

level" skills. Teachers thought that, ideally; students would improve in
their ability to: (1), do research and research papers, and (A know how to
revise and edit: The single'ideal goal not mentioned as a real goal on which-.
directors and teachers seemed to agree was a'matter of style. Both directors
and teachers thought that, under ideal circumstances, students would learn)
write graceful prose.

A

A
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CHAPTER III

DIRECTORSI-AND TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS

'05 DEPARTMENTS', IN'STITUTIORS', AND SOCIETY'S OALS FOR

5RESNAN WRITING PROGRAMS

0
.

..
.

.

The present chapter reports on the perceptions tbat the 239 responding
teachers and directors have oftheir departments',-their institutions'.,.and
society's views of the goals ofjreshman writing programs. Accordingly, the

ilet

chapter contains three main, divisions--one each evoted to departmental,
institutional, and societal goals for freshmah wri ng. programs, as perceived
by the responding directors and teachers. The information reported in the
present chapter should prove usefui.in identifying wh t the teachers and
directors perdeive as:the contextual influences on fres an-writing programs.

III. 1. PERCEPTIONS OF DEPARTMENTAL
GOALS FOR FRESHMAN WRITING PROGRAMS

Since writing programs play an integral .role in most English departments,..
we considered it important to explore what dirgctors and teachers' Perceive to
be the goals of their departments regarding freshman composition.. Are the,.

. goals of those who work in freshMan composition programs congruent with their
perceptions of the department as a whole, or do they 'consider themselves to be
at odds with their colleagues on some points? Furthermore, do directors and

\teachers have similar perceptions o their departments' goals for freshman
composition? Table III.1 and Table II 2 summarize the responses of directors
and teachers to the question on perceptions of their departments' goals for
freshMan'composition.

gt.
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Responding Directors
Departmental Goals All 2-Year 4-Year Univ

produce writers of mechan-
.ically correct. prose

produce students who can write
coherent prose,

produce students who Can do
"school writing"

(N=104) (N=11)

55.8 54.5

26.9 18.2

25.0 36:4

(N=56)

62.5

25.0

25.0

(N=37)

45.9

32.4

21.6
produce students who can write -
in other disciplines

provide adequate service courses
21.2_ 18.2 23.2 18.9

, for other disciplines
pr'oduce students who can read at
the college leyel

15.4 18.2

,11.5

14.3.

7.1

16.2

21.6°

Table iI1.1. What Directors Perceive as Departmental Goals for
Freshman Writing Programs (W=104)..

4.

Responding Te
Departmental Goals All 2-Year ,4-Yee-

01=135) (N=11) (M=70).4

produce writers of

4ers
Univ

(N=511

ically correct prose. 33.3 28.6 32.9 3
produce Students who can
write coherent prose 17.8 35.7 12.9 19.6

produce students who can do -

"school writing" 6.7 7.1 8.6 3.9
produce students who can write

in Other disciplines _10:4 7.1 '12.9
provide adequate service courses

for other.disciplines 1.5 7.1 1.4
_produce students who can-read at

the college level 8.1 - - - - 7.1 11.8

Table 111.2. What#Teachers Perceive as Detmental Goals
for Freshman Writing Programs (N=135L7'

AS Table III.fand Table 111.2 indicate, considerably more directors than
teac rs think that their, department regards mechanical- correctness as an
impor nt goal of ilVeshman composition.' 0Yer half of i-he directors (55.8%)

2)4
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think that their departmeht is concerned with mechanical correctness, whileonly one-third (33.4%) of the teachers share this perception. This differenceis consistent with a similar difference between directort and ,teachersregarding their 'own real goals. Recall that 69.2% of the directors citedmechanical correctness as, an import t goal of . freshman composition', ascompared to 54.44 of .the .teacyrs. What is surprising here is not theconsistency of differences between direCtors and teachers, but that "bothgroups de more concerned with mechanical correctness than they perceive othermembers of their departments to be. Pooling the responses for both directors
1.1c1 teachers reveals that nearly one-fifth (18.4%) of those' who cited.mechanical covectness as an important goal'of freshman

composit-A-orff thought atthe same time that it was not considered an important' goal by the rest oftbeir partment.

The directors perceived therability to "write coherent texts" to be animportant goal of freshman composition for their departments; Although t isconeen was cited by 26.9% of the
directors, substantially fewer teacheriiit d.similar perceptions of their department's goals for 'freshman oompositio10.."Ofthe teachers, 17.0% thought that Witing coherent texts" was an.-import ntdepartmental goal.'

As-was the case with mechanical correctness, both directors and teac etscited "writing coherent texts "'as an important`real goal more often than 'heysuggested that this was an important goal for the rest of their departmOf the directors,' 54.8% suggested that "'writing coherent texts" was animportant real goal, but only 26.9% thought their colleagues shared hisconcern. The disparity .is even more striking for teachers, 60.7% of whomcited "writing coherent texts" as, 'a real goal, as compared to only 17.8 whothought their department shared this concern..

Both directors and teachers perceived a number of goals to be important
for their ..departments tha they did not cite as-importaqt "real" goa s forthemselves. Surprising) , several of these goals concern the relati nship
between freshman composi ion and other academic disciplines end courses. For
example, '25% of the directors suggested.that their department was co cernedthat students improve in their ablity to 'do "school writing," i.e.,examinations and in-class essays. Interestingly, only 6.7% of the- t achersshared this perception. Neither directors nor teachers, however, cited this
as a real goal of freshman composition programs. 4

Similarly, 21.2% of the directors (and 10.4% of the teachers) i dicated
that they thought one of their department's goals was to "produce stu ents who
can write An other disciplines." Comments that were categorized u der thisheading generally suggested that English departments should produce students,
who cQuld perform not only as competent students but also as competen writersin disciplines other than English. Once again, directors and teachers
perceived their departments to be concerned Nthert English departmen s perform
this function, but' they had 'not indicated it as a "real" goal of their own
courses or programs.

A substantial percentage of directors (t,15.4) and a very small number of
teachers (1.5%)A4uggeaNd that their depar.tments thought it an important goal.
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to "provide adequate service courses for other disciplines." Comments uncle?'this category generally concerned not. only offering courses for rathernarrowly defined purposes--for example, technical writing or writing for thesocial sciences--but also suggested that the department's attitude toward
writing courses in general should be that such courses exist in order to
provide a, service to the academic community in general. As with "prodding
students who. can do 'school writing'" and "producing students who,can write inother disciplines," directors perceived their departments to be conceY001 wit
"prdviding adequate service courses for other departments"' but at the satime had not cited this as an important "xigpl" goal of their compos
programs. on

FinQlly, 11.5% of the directors and 8.1% of the teachers perceived their' departments t8' be concerned with "producing students, who can read at thecollege level,". a cncern that had once again not bean- mentioned as a real
'goal by 'either groupot

.

5,z3r, general, there i? a ,striking disparity' between the "real" goals of
freshman compo,s,ition as cited by writing program directors and teachers and_ the perceptions of these two group's of the goalsv, of their respectivedepartments. These results' suggest that on many issues directors and teachers
consider themselveg to be somewhat at odds with their colleagues regarding thegoals or freshman writing courses. In turn, these differing perceptions maypoint ,to a need for 'greater intradepartmental communication regarding, thegbais of freshman composition prbgrams.

III. 2. PERCEPTIONS OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS FOR FRESHMAN
WRITING PROGRAMS

In addition to aSking.writing program directors and teachers about their
perceptions of theiet departments' goals for freshman composition, we also
questioned them about their perception's of the goals of-writing instruction intheir institutiops at large. Once again--as with our inquiry into the
directors' and teachers' perceptions of departmental goals--we were-.interested
in whether teachers and directorg perceived themselves to be operating with
assumptions about the nature and goals of freshman composition that were
similar to those they perceived to held by. colleagues within their
respective institutions.

Tables 111.2 and 111.4 below contain the results of our 'openended
question asking about the responding directors' and teachers' perceptions of
.institutional gols for., freshmari writing programs,

4
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Responding Directors. . .

Institutions' Goals All Year 4 ,Year Univ
(N=104) (N=11)

produce writers of mechanic-
ally correct prose

produce students who can
do "school writing"

produce students who can
write in other disciplines

produce studentS who can
write,coherent prose

produce students who can
write,n,:ete'arch papers for

noncomposition oourser .

peOdpge students with de
veloped critical faculties

prepare students to do
"real world" writing

'68.3 1 45.5

27.9 36.4

22.1 27.3

20.2 9.1

1,.4- 27.3

1.5

8.2

(N=56)

69.6

(N=37)

73.0"

21.4 35.1

25.0 16.2

16.1 29.7

14.36 10.8

14.3 . 10.8

10.7 8.1

Table 111.3. What Dir etors Perceive-as Institutions' Goals
for Freshman Writing Programs- (N=104) .

/''
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Responding Teachers
Institutions' Goals All 2-Year 4-Year Univ

(N=135) (411) (N=70) (N =51 )

produce writers of mechanic-
ally correct prose 37.8 28.6 . 0.0 37.3

,produce students who can do
"school writing" 4' 17.0 14.3 22.9 9.8

produce students who can
-

' write in other disciplines 18.5 :7.1 20.0 19.6 .

,produce students who can .

write coherent prose 21. 14.3 -.21.4 23.5
produce students who can

write research papers for
non - composition courses 15.6 14.3 21.4 7.8

produce students with de-
veloped critical faculties 1.5 1.4 2.0

prepare s udents to do "real-
world" iting 10.4 21.4 10.0 7.8

Table III 4.- What'TeaChers Perceive as Institutions' Goals
eciTejllege Writing Programs CN:135).

wAs Tablet III.3 and Table 111.4 shoW, "producing writers of mechanically
correct prose" once again heads the list of goals per'ceived to be important
for freshman' writing courses. Plireater percentage of directors than
teachers, hcA./ever, thought that their institutions considered mechanical
'aorrectness 4n important goal of freshman writing instruction (68.3% of the
directors, a compared to 33118% of the teachers)g The vast difference which
separates directors' and teachers' perceptions of mechanical correctness as an

, institutional goal for freshman composition is indeed striking. The
difference between the directors' and.teachers' perceptions is greater at this
level than at any other other level examined in the present stbdy--'
departmental or societal, "real" or "ideal" goals. ,.

A' greater percentage of directors (27.9% compared with 17,.0% for
teachers) also thought that their institutions were concerned with "producing
students who could do 'school writing.'" The percentage of directqrs who saw
this goal as important for their institutions was approxithately the same as'°
the percentage who perceived-it to be important for their departments (27.9%
_Compared with 25.0%, respectively). However, the percentage of teachers who
saw " "producing -students wHO can do 'school writing" as an important goal
within their departments (6.7%) was substantially lower than the percentage
who perceived this to _be an impOrtant goal of their institutions as .a whole
(17.0%)

Thus, not only do directors and teachers differ in their perceptions of
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the importance of "producin students who can do 'school writing,'" but the
teachers thenfselves ap arently, consider this goal to be 'somewhat more
important to their institutions than to their rItspective departments. These
results suggest that whereas directors do not perceive a discrepancy between
institutions and departments with respect to the goal' of "producing studentswho can do 'school writing,'" teachers perceive a need in institutions at
large that is not being addressed by their departments. In short, there
appears to be considerable uncertainty regarding the importance of this
particular goal.

A similar relationship obtains for the goal of "producing students who
can write in other disciplines." The percentage of directors who perceived
this as an important goal within their respective departments (21.2%) is very
close to the percentpge who saw it as important for the entire institution
(22.1%). 'For the teachers, however, the percentage who perceived "producing
students who can write other disciplines" to be a goal of freshman
composition within their respective departments (10.4%) was somewhat lower
than the percentage who thought this was an important goal for their
respective institutions (18.5%).

Once again, there is not only some disagreement between directors and
teachers, but ,a sense op the. part of the teachers that there is an
institutional need for "producing 'students who can write in other disciplines"
that is not shared by their 'respective departments.

The percentage of directors who thought "producing students who can write
coherent texts" was an important goal of their institutions for freshman
composition (20.2%) was over twice as great as the percentage of teachers who
cited this goal as impprtant for their respective institutions (8.9%). Once
again, th9, directors perceived a comparable need to realize this-goal on both
the departmental and institutional levels (26.9% and respectively)-.
The teachers, h6wever,.perce4Ved,a greater need at the departmental level than
at the' institutional slevel (17.8% and 8.z9%, respectively). Perhaps the
teachers assumed that,if freshman' composition were to be focused on Pprpducing
students who .can write 'coherent texts," then students would necessarily
improve in'the ability to do vschool writing" and in the ability to write in

.

"other disciplines." Our'survey, however, does not allow us to verify this
speculation.'

. Both directors pnd teachers cited with some regularity two goals,
considered to be important on the institutional level that were not considered
important by either'group on the departmental level. A comparable percentage
of directors and teachers (14.4% and 15.6%, respectively, perceived the goal
oyproducing students who can do research 'rapers for non- composition courses"
to ,be an important goal of their institutions for'freshman programs. This
goal was not-mentioned at all, however, on the departmental level. This
finding suggestS,lpf course, that a fair number ofi.both directors and teachers
perceive a need, at the institutional,leveI for "15roducing students who can do
research papers for non-composition courses" that is not being addressed at
the departmental 1pvel.

ft,The directors' and teacher& responses were also in close agreement on

bit
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the perceived importancernpreparing students to do 'real world' writing" at
the institutional level; this goal was cited by 10.6% of the directors and
10.4% of the teachers. That this goal was not mentioned as a departmental
goal suggests that both erectors and teachers perceive an institutional goal
that is not a departments goal, and is in turn not reflected in 'their own
"real" goals for composition instruction at the freshman level.

Finally, 11.5% of the directors cited "producing students with developed
critical' faculties" as any institutional goal of freshman composition.
Directors at-twoyear institutions, however, did not cite this goal at all.
Teachers apparently did not. share thisooncarn, since only 1.5% cited this
goal.

s

4 ,

III. 3. PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIETYrS bOALS FOR FRESHMAN WRITING
PROGRAMS

In addition to-asking the 239 responding teachers and directors for their
thoughts on how their departments and institutions perceived the goals of
freshman writing programs, we asked them to give us their perceptions of
society's goals and expectations for freshman writing prorgams. The responses
they gave to our question are summarized in Table III.5 and Table 111.6.

Society's Goals', °
Responding Directors

All 2Year 4Year
(N=104) (N=11) (N=56)

Univ
(N=37)

produce writers of mechani
.

tally correct prose 72.1 63.6 75.0 70.3
produce students who can
. write in realworld

settings . 18.3 36.4 19.6 10.8
produce students who can
write collegelevel

4prose 14.4 18.2 14.3 13.5
produce culturally

.

literate graduates 10.6 5.4 21.6
produce students who- can
write coherent prose 9.6 9.1 10.7 8.1

Table fII.5. What Directors Perceive as Society'S Goals
for Freshman Writing Programs (N=104).
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Responding Teachers
Society's Goals' All 2-Year 4-year,

(N=135), (N=14) (N=70)

produce writers of mechani-
cally correct prose 51.1' 50.E 54.3

produce students who can
:write in real-world

settings 12.6 35. 12.9
. produce students who can ...

:write college-level prose 7.4 14.3 5.7
produce culturally literate
:gradliates 2.2 2.9

produce students whOean write
coherent prose 23.0 28.6 22.9

Univ

(N=51)

47.1

.

5.9
v

7.8

.2.0

21.6

Table 111.6. What Teachers Perceive as Society's Goals
for Freshpian Writing Programs (N=135).

As Tables 111.5 and 111.6 indicate, both writing program directors and
teachers think that the most important goal of College writing programs in the
eyes'of society at large is that stnts develop mechanical-proficiency.
Once again, at in our examination of directors1 and teachers' perceptions of
departmental and institutional goals for freshman composition, directors are
apparently more sensitive to this issuethan teachers. Nearly three-fourths
(72.1%) of the directors and approximately half (50.1%) of' the teachers
suggested that ,pne of society's goals., for writing instruction was that
students learn to write with mechanical` correctness. ,It is interesting to
'note the"' rester percentage of-directors at four-year institutions (75.0%) ,0

. and at univers-ties_(70.3%) than at two-year schools (63.6%) feels that
mechanics is an important concern fOr our society. No such relationship is
apparent for teachers.

In the directors' eyes, society's second most important concern is that
college writing 'programs "produce students who can write in real-world
settings." This goal was cited by 18.3% of the directors and by 12:6% of the
teachers. Interestingly, a greater percentage df both directors and teachers
at two7year institutions than at either four-year colleges or universities
thought that society was concerned that freshman writing programs train
studentsto write in real-world settings.

College teachers of writing differ with directors in their perception's
society's second most important concern (following mechanics) for college
writing programs. Teachers perceive that society would like to see,college
writing progran1 "produce students who can write coherent prose.r Nearly one-
fourth (23.6%) of the teachers, but only 9.6% of the directors, suggested that
society was concerned with this objectia-:

elliP
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Taken collectively, the responses of writing program directors and
teacters on these three goals which they perceived to be important to
society--"producing writers of mechanically correct prose," "producing
students who can write in real world settings," and "producing students yho
can write coherent prose"--lead us to make the following observations:

First, writing program directors and teachers et twoyear schools appear
to have a more accurate and sophisticated notion of what society expects in
terms of realworld writing. This might arise in part because directors and
teachers at twoyear schools aremore sensitive to the relationship between
student learning in writing courses and the writing skills necessary in
subsequent employment,,as reflected in the curricula of twoyear schools which
often stress the development of skills for, particular occupations.

Second, of the two groups who responded to Our survey, teachers of
college writing appear to have a more accurate ands sophisticated sense- than
writing program director6 of what society expects in realworld writing
situations. This conclusion is based primarily on the fact that a substantial
p4i*ntage of teachers suggested that society expects college graduates to be
able to "write coherent prose," rather than.to be able' to "write mechanically
correct prose." This difference may be Merely terminologicl. Perhaps.
teacherl,of college writing assume that if students write coherent prose" they
will 46 able to write ip realworld settirts with mechanical proficiency. It
is important to consider,. however, that what appears to be only a

terminological difference might in fact have noticeable impact on the content
and structure of college writing programs and courses.

Finally, a slightly greater percentage of directors than teachers
suggested that society expects college writing program; to "produce students
who can write collegelevel prose" and to "produce culturally literate
graduates." Concerning this latter goal--"producing cultually literate
graduates"--it is interesting to note that neither writing program directors
nor teachers at two year institutions suggested that society espoused this as
an important goal for college writing programs. In fact,' as Table 111.5
shows, it was directors at universities (21.6% of whom cited this goal) who
were most ensitive to a desire on the part of society at large that college
writing programs "produce culturally literate graduates."

f
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

In the previous chapters we addressed differences, and similarities
between directors' and teachers' real and ideal goals for freshmancomposition. _ In, additions we. examined Ulf directors' and teachers'
perceptions of departmental, institutional, and societal goals for freshman
writing programs. In the present grief chapter, we consider the most
important goals collectively.

Only two goals were mentioned by both welting program directors =-and
teachers at all five is of our survey. "Writing. mechanically correct
prose" and "writing cohe t prose" were mentioned as real goals and as ideal
goals; in ition, erectors and teachers perceived these to be goals for
their apar- tment, their ,institution, and society at large. Table IV.1
displays the responses to these two goals at each level of the survey.'

Real Ideal Dept. Inst. Soc.
Goals Goals Goals Goals Goals

Writing Mech.,
Correct Prose

Directors
Teachers

Writing Coher-
ent Prose

69.2 13:5 55.8 68.3 72.1
54.1 41.5 33.3 37.8 51.1

Directors . 54.8 33.7 26.9 20.2 9.6 '

Teachers 60.7 41-.5 ,17.8* 21.5 23.0

Table IV.1 -Major Goals of College Writing Progrdins
as Perceived by Writing Program DIAPtctors and Teachers.

Table IV.1 enables us to ;See some important patterns that have perhaps
not been easily discerned from our earlier/discussions and tables. , For
example, Table IV.1.shows that as the respondents' point of focus moves from

`department to society', the percentage of both directors and. teachers who
perceived "writing mechanically correct prose" as a concern gradually
increases. It is also important to note that the percentage of directors and
'teachers who think that society considers mechaftical correctness to be an
important goal corresponds very closely to the percentage, who consider
mechanical correctness an important real goal. Of course, we'cannot claim
that the naturede the 'correspondence between real goals and society goals is
causal. That 16, we cannot Say that the tendency of diredfors and teachers to
have as one of their. real goals helping students to achievei mechanical

33
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proficiency results from their perception that this goal is important for our
society at large. Although_ there ins no justification for claiming a causal
connection 'between societal and real goals, it is revealing that there is a
greater correspondence between societal goals and real goals than between
either insti,eutional goals and real goals or departmental goals and real
goals.

Whereas there is a high correspondence between societal goals and real
goals on the issue of "writing mechanically correct '<prose," no suet)
relationship holds fo'r "writing coherent prose." The percentage of both
directors and. teachers who perceived "writing coherent prose" to be an
important issue for society at large, was 'substantially lower than the
percentage of eithe-r directors or teachers who cited this concerrOas a real
goal.

Following the ...gattern for ''writing mechanically correct prose," the
percentage of teachers who perceived coherent prose to be an imporarit concern
increases as the respondents' point of focus moves from d a'rtment to
institution to society at large. For directors, however, just the o osite is
true. That is, writing program directors perceived "writing coherent rose"
to be'more important at the departmental level than at the societal level.

An earlier survey of writing doneon the job by college educated people
(see note 8) suggests that teachers may have a more accurate sense than
directors of the importance of "writing coherent prose to society at large.
This earlier survey shows that most people for whom writing functions as a
major part of their job have a quite sophisticated understaTifig of the nature
of writing processes and of rhetorical situations.

Throughout our discussion of the results of this survey of the goals of
freshman writing programs, we, have noted differences between writing progrm
directors and teachers. Our intention in noting these differences has not
been to suggest that oneb group is "right" and the other,, "wrong" in their
perception of any particular goal of instruction' in written composition.
Instead, we were interested in such differences in order to be able to ask
what impact these differences might have on the curricular and instrucional
methodologies of different freshman writing programs.

Throughout the present report we have'stopped short of arriving at any
hard and fast eOnclusions about the teaching of writing or about writing
program evaluation based on the results of our surve}, of writing` program
directors and teachers. We 'have purposely refrained from drawing such
conclusions because we feel the data reported herein are best regarded as
providing a starting point from whictl, we can begin to formulate ,pertinent
questions regarding the goals of writing programs for the purposes of
evaluation,, It does seem clear, however, that any attempt to evaluate
freshman yriting, pro rams must begin by addressing the differing perceptions
that freshman writin program directors and teachers have of real and ideal
program goals and society's, their own institution's, and their .own
department's goals fo freshman programs.

Ep
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APPENDIX 1:'

SCHOOLS OF RESPONDING DIRECTORS

Asnuntock Community Col
Auburn University
Augsburg College
Baruch College
.Beaver College/

Boston Univerity .

Carnegie-Mellon UniverAity
Case Western Reserve University
Central Oregon-Community College
City College of New York

City university of NeW York--
* Queens College

City University of New YorkYor College
Clarke College.

College of Mount St. Vincent
College of St. Catherine

College of William and Mary
Cook-Douglass College
De Anza College
Dean Jr. College
Delta College

Eastern Michigan University
Edison Community College
El Centro College)

Ferrum College

Franklin and Marshall College
Frostburg State College
Gannon University
Hofstra University
Indiana State University-- Evansville
Indiana University

, J. Sergeant Reynolds CommunityCollege
'Kansas State University
Lake Forest College
Lenoir-Rhyne College
Louisiana State University--Shreveport

Loyola Marymount University
Michigan Technological University
Monroe Community College
Murray State College

\,

New York City Technical College

Northwest Nazarene College
Ohio Dominican College
Ohio University
Ohio Wesleyan University

,-Oklahoma State University
Pepperdine University
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Phillips'County CoMmunity College.
Polytechnic Institute of New York
Principia College
Robert Morris College

Rochestei Institute of Technology
Rutgers-UniversityCamden College of
Arts and Sciendes

Rutgers UniversityLivingston College
St. Edward's University
St. Paulf.s College

St; Peter's College
St. Thomas College.
San Francisco State University

Southwegtepn OklahomaState Unrversity
Spokane Fdlls Community College
State University of New York at Oneonta
Syracuse University
Tex'as A &W University

Tulane Ur;iversity

Air Force Academy
Military Academy
Alabama

California--Los Angeles°
Cincinnati
Colorado
Georgia
Hartford
Houston

Illinois -- Urbana

Iowa

Louisville
Michigan
Minnesota -- Duluth'

Missouri - -St. Louis

Nebraska--Lincoln
Nevada - -Los Vegas,

New Mexico

North-CarolinaChapel
North CgOblinaWilmington
Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh at Johnstown
Southern Alabama
Southern California
Southern Mississippi
South Florida
Tampa
Texas

United States
United States
University of
University of
University

University
University
University
University'
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

of
of

of
of
of
of
of

of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
Upsala College

Virginia Tech
Walla Walla College
West Liberly State College'

Wilberforce University

d

Virginia--Charlottesville
WisconsinMadison

0
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William ewel College

William atterson;College
Youngstown State University

.;

I
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4

4
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APPENDIX 2:

SCHOOLS OF RESPONDING TEACHERS

Anna Maria College

Asnuntock Comm. College
Auburn University
Augsburg College r'
Beaver College

Brigham Young University
California State-- Dominguez Hills
Carnegie Mellon University
Central Connecticut State College
City University of New York --

Queens College
Clarke. College

College of Mount St. Vincent
Colle geg' St. Catherine
College of St. Francis
College, of William and Mary
CookrDougiass College

, Dean Jr. College
Delta College,

East Central University
Edjson COmmunity College
El Centro Collige
FerrUm College
Franklin and Marshall College
Frostburg State College
Gannon University'

Hofstra University.
Indiana State University-- Evansville
Indiana University

Jefferson Community College
Kansas State University-
Lake Forest College

rke Communi-ty4611ege.,
Los Angeles Trade & Technological College
Ipuisiana State University -- Shreveport
Loyola Marymount University
Miami University (Ohio)
Michigan Technological University
Monroe Community College
Murray State. College

VC Technical College
Nicholls State University
Northwest Nazarene College
Ohio DominTatinCollegi
Ohio University

Ohio Wesleyan University
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Oklahoma State University

Pennsylvania State-k-Behrend College
Pepperdine University

Phillips County Community College -
Polytechnic Intitute of New York
Princeton University

Rochester Institute of Technology
Rutgers University-;--Camden College of

Arts -and Sciences

St. Edward's University
St. Paul 's College

St. Peter's College
St. Thomas University

San Francisco State Univerity
Southwestern Cklahoma State University
Spokane Falls Qommunity'College
State University of New York at Cneonta
Texas -Christian University
Texas Tech University
Tulane University
United States
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of
University of

University of
Univerkty of
University of
.University of
University
Un iverssit y

University
.University
University
University
University
Un iv er sity.

University

Air Force Academy

Alabima

California=-Los Angeles -

Cincinnati
Colorado
Georgia

Hartford

Kentucky
Michigan

Minnesota -- Duluth

Missouri at St. Louis
of Nevada--Las Vegas
of New Mexico

of North Carolina--Chapel Hill
of North CaroliriiWilmington
of Pittsburgh

ofiSouthern Caltro-rnia
of South Florida,

of Southern Mississippi
of Tampa

University of Virginia-=Charlotte
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin-- Madison
Upsala College
Virginia Tech

West Liberty State College
Wichita ,State University

William Patterson Cori ege
Youngstown State University

'")(1
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